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Art World: Why are your works mostly connected to art and networked culture? Is your background 
connected with this interest? 
I'm interested in network-oriented interactive projects and especially in retrieving big quantities of data. This gives 
me the possibility to analyze and choose what to work on and the possibility to address a bigger picture. A picture 
which might be interesting not only for people interested in art, but also for people using the internet in general. 

Art World: How do you look at today's citizen journalism? Especially with the help of SNS software & 
applications which is popular around the world. Do you think this situation of media is like what you are 
trying to present in your artwork? 
I often ask myself, are journalists still necessary in the age of the Internet? 
The usual media technologies, which have journalists as a gatekeepers, decides what is or is not published is 
maybe not conformed anymore. 
With my work I attempt to bring another view to the mass media, a view which is not driven by economic reasons 
and money. A critical view to reflect the information society. A view to make people aware of how easy it is to 
manipulate the "truth". 

Art World: You said that "Breaking The News - Be a News-Jockey" reflects the visions and limits of our 
information society in an intelligent manner, what does this mean, can explain further? 
The main purpose of the news is to be as fast as possible, and the stories as unusual as possible in order to 
address a big audience. In contrast, news is in the best way a documentation of something that happened in the 
past. It needs time to make objective news therefore it isn’t very fast. In order to address a big audience, the 
stories must be unusual, so the journalist often exaggerates, overacts and sometimes hides or fabricates the 
truth.  
Through public presence, influential media conglomerates determine which topics are newsworthy. At the same 
time, due to economic reasons, they have to focus on their largest target groups or audiences. This leads to a 
focus on the lucrative „average consumer“. This economically driven process reinforces the over-simplification of  
the news media. Many people cannot identify with this „average” arrangement and therefore feel they are not 
represented in the media landscape. 

Within the project "Breaking The News - Be a News-Jockey" the user can write about any subject he or she is 
interested in. The application generates a modifiable streaming news-station, out of the rich internet-content. The 
software researches and classifies topics based on the interests of the individual user and streams customized 
news. The project “TV-BOT 2.0” only presents the very latest news from around the world. It is a network-based 
television program that tries to hark the Information-flow and news streams in the WWW. The recombination of 
the different streams generates cutting-edge and up-to-date news. This recombination happens on the User-
screens and are therefore indeed simultaneous as it happens. 

Art World: You are quite good at regenerating diverse news form by producing montage of audiovisual 
material, why do you choose this method to establish your artwork towards art and networked culture? 
News is one of human’s biggest business. For example, it's interesting to see how big companies and 
governments generate news in order to sell or influence people to sell products or getting votes. People are in a 
way, manipulated by this news. Especially on TV news channels like CNN or Fox-news. In addition, I feel news is 
becoming more and more Infotainment, an information-based media content that includes content in an effort to 
enhance popularity with audiences and consumers. With my work, I like to address this. Also as a media criticism. 
The earlier works consisted of this subject, it was "Loogie.net TV - Be the first to know!" 2003. An interactive TV 
Station. The TV User can write keywords with a special remote control and can determine which subjects are 
shown on television and are presented with news corresponding to users specifications. That work reflects the 
visions and limits of our information society in an intelligent manner. http://www.1go1.net/index.php/Loogie/NetTV 
 



Art World: How do you look at Flipboard? An application for iPad that integrates news/photos/links/music 
from facebook, twitter, and blogs of personal accounts into online magazines which never produce 
content, but they connect different individuals to customer generated news. Is it very similar to your 
work? 
These applications are becoming more and more common. It's appropriate for the media internet. It can be 
customized and media-appropriated. Amazon and eBay knew very early about this possibility and are good 
examples of using the Internet as a new media, in new ways, which did not exist before. 
 
Art World: Do you think traditional media (like newspapers) is dying out? And what about the network-
based media form? 
I guess the print version will decrease very much, but not die out completely as electronic versions will increase a 
lot more. 

Art World: Do you use facebook and twitter everyday? If so, Why? Don’t they waste our life or provide 
new channels for us to receive information? 
I do not use them. As from the beginning of using the Internet I paid a lot of attention to the issue of electronic 
surveillance. With platforms like facebook and twitter, Governments and Companies use this information for things 
they should not use. 
When I studied Media Art in Zurich (Switzerland), we created a group project called TraceNoizer. TraceNoizer 
brings attention to the issue of electronic surveillance on the Internet and as a service offers a strategy to 
counteract it. There is information about most people in the Internet. We call that the databody. Often, one cannot 
delete this information. To protect this data, one has to systematically falsify this information. TraceNoizer does 
exactly that: it offers the opportunity to clone the databody, disperse the clones throughout the Internet and 
therefore make relevant Information difficult to pinpoint: Spreading Disinformation as a disguise. 
http://www.1go1.net/index.php/Main/Tracenoizer 

Art World: Our society is overloaded with information now, do you think there is too much information 
which may overflow, or is it exactly enough for us to consume? 
What we have now are thousands of items of news about the same subject. A copy of copies from copies... that’s 
not what we want. It would be better to have less, but with more diverse aspects. 

Art World: What is the most impressive news in 2011 for you? 
The most impressive news 2011 was the death of Kim Jong-Il. It's a good example of how news works: The mass 
media was informed two day's after Mr Kim death. At that time it was very big news for me, even two days after it 
happening. For the people who were with Kim Jong-il at that time, there was nothing new about that, because two 
days had already passed. And South Korea spy chief says the North lied about the train death of Kim Jong-Il: 
Won Sei Hoon, the director of the National Intelligence Service (NIS), claims that Mr. Kim died on his personal 
train were false, because it had remained at rest in the capital, Pyongyang, before and after the reported time of 
his death on Saturday morning. That's a very different story about the same incidence. On Google news there are 
4784 articles - speculations - about that http://tiny.cc/a3kt3 

Therefore, news is just a story about something, sometimes it's close to what really happens - sometimes it's 
more or less a fantasy. We will never know the real truth news delivers us. That is one example of why I'm 
interested in working with news in a different way. In a way the user can make his own news - his own view - 
therefore I implemented in "Breaking The News - Be a News-Jockey " and in "Oamos" a "mood slider" from 
objective to entertaining, that the user can cook-up his own story based on his or her own mood. 

 

 

 


